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One of the most important systems of groups is that which is composed of all

the groups which may be defined by the orders of two generators (sx, s2) and

the order of their product. It is known that these three orders determine a

finite group only when one of them is unity, when two of them are equal to 2,

or when one is 2 while the other two are one of the following three pairs of

numbers : 3,3; 3,4; 3,5.f The first of these sets of orders define a cyclic

group and may be regarded as trivial. When the order of two among the three

operators sx, s2, sxs2 is equal to 2, the group {sx, s2}, generated by sx, s2, is

the dihedral rotation group whose order is twice that of the third operator.

This useful category has recently been generalized under the heading, The

groups generated by two operators which have a common square.% This gen-

eralized category could also be defined as the set of groups generated by two

operators such that the square of one of them is equal to the square of their

product.

The object of the present paper is to complete this kind of generalization for

the dihedral rotation group and to extend it to the other groups of genus zero.

The resulting groups have a two-fold interest in view of their close contact with

the important system of groups of genus zero and their elementary structures.

It is believed that a complete list of these groups will prove very useful in many

investigations. Our object is to study all the groups which result when one of

the three conditions which may be used to define a group of genus zero is pre-

served while the other two are replaced by a single one of an elementary type.

For instance, the dihedral rotation groups are defined by the conditions §

s\ = i,   s\ = i,   (sxs-xr=i.

In the generalization mentioned above these conditions are replaced by

* Presented to the Society at the New Haven meeting September 3, 1906. Received for pub-

lication July 11, 1906.

f American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 24 (1902), p. 96.

% Arohiv der Mathematik und Physik, vol. 9 (1905), p. 6.

§ Throughout the paper care has been taken to insure that, when one of the given generational

relations of a group is s" = 1, the operator s shall be of order n.
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s2x = s22,        (sxsp)*=l.

A similar generalization is given by the equations

s2x = s"2,        (s1s71)2 = l (»>2).

We proceed to consider the groups whose generators satisfy the last equation.

From (s}s2x)2=l it results that sxs~xsx=s2. Hence s~xs2sx=sl-1 and s-xs2sx=sf~"

Since si is invariant under { sx, s2} it is necessary that n2 — n = n (mod m),

m being the order of s2. That is, m must divide ( n — 1 )2 — 1. Since { s,, s2}

is generated by s2 and sxsjl and since the latter transforms the former into its

(n — 1 )-th power, the order of {sx, s2} is 2m. These results may be expressed

as follows : If the two generators of a group satisfy the conditions s\ = s2,

(sxs~x)2 = 1, n> 2, it is non-abelian, involves a cyclic subgroup of half its

order, and an additional operator of order 2 which transforms each operator

of this cyclic subgroup into its (n — 1 )-th power.

For m = n this category of groups reduces to the dihedral rotation groups.

It is clear that we may assume that m = n ; for, if m were less than n, the

number n could be replaced by n — km, where k is arbitrary. The invariant

operators of { sx, s2} constitute a subgroup whose order is the highest common

factor of m and n — 2. With respect to this subgroup the quotient group of

{ sx, s2} is a dihedral rotation group. If H represents any Sylow subgroup of

odd order in { sx, s2\, then either sx is commutative with each operator of H or

it transforms each of these operators into its inverse. In the former case the

order of sx is divisible by that of II. In the latter case the orders of sx and H

are relatively prime. The numbers n and m cannot be relatively prime since

{ sx, s2} is non-cyclic. For the same reason sx must be of even order, as is also

otherwise evident.

It may be added that if n is replaced by n' = m — n, the given equations

become

t2i = <, (M2)2=1 (n'<m-2).

Hence these equations define the same system of groups as those given above.

Similar remarks apply to the system defined by the equations t\ = t\, (txt2)"=l.

Since the dihedral rotation groups constitute an infinite system it is necessary

that the generalization of the conditions satisfied by its generators are also satis-

fied by the generators of an infinite system of groups. The other groups of

genus zero are defined as individuals, and the corresponding generalizations are

satisfied by a very small number of groups.

§1.   Generalization of the tetrahedral group.

It is known that any two operators of order 3 whose product is of order 2
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generate the tetrahedral group.    That is, this group is completely defined by

two operators sx, s2 which satisfy either of the following sets of conditions :

«*-«*-l, (sxs2)2=l;        s2x = s32 = l, (sxs2)3 = l.

We proceed to consider the groups which satisfy the more general equations

Sl=*2>   (51*2)2=1> Sî=52>   OlS2)3=1-

We begin with the first of these two cases ; that is, we consider all the groups

which are generated by two operators having a common cube and a product of

order 2.

The three operators sxs2, s2sx, s~xs2s2x are conjugate under sx and the product

of the last two is sls2x = sxs2-s6x since sxs2= sp sp. As s2sx transforms this

product into its inverse and is commutative with s6x the order of sx must divide

24. As it is a multiple of 3 it has one of the three valuees 24, 12, 6, 3. If

this order is 24 the two operators of order two s2sx, s~x s2s'x generate the octic

group since s2,5? is of order 4. This octic group and s[ generate an invariant

subgroup of order 16 since it is transformed into itself by sx and also by s2.

As this invariant subgroup contains the quaternion group as a characteristic

subgroup, this quaternion group and s* generate the group of order 24 which

does not involve a subgroup of order 12. Hence the given group of order

16 and s* generate the group of order 48 known as Gm.* As this involves s6x

and s* it also involves s2. If we extend it by means of s^ there results a group

of order 96 which involves both sx and s2 and hence is {sx, s2}. As s3x is

invariant under { sx, s2 } there is only one such group, f It may be represented

as a substitution group of degree 32 by means of

sx = ac'ce'eg'gd ■ bm'nf oj'hk'ld'mp'fijb'kn do'ph' W,

s2 = am'je'on'gk'pc'ml'ei'ndkj'co'lg'ip' ■ bd'df'fh'hb'.

When sx is of order 12 the two operators s2sx, s~xs2s2x are commutative since

their product is of order 2. Hence {s^, s^1^«2} is the four-group. This

four-group and s' generate the group of order 8 which involves seven operators

of order 2. This is invariant under { sx, s2 } . Since the group of isomorphisms

of this group of order 8 is known, it is known that s4 and one of its subgroups

of order 4 generate the tetrahedral group. Hence {sx, s2} is the direct pro-

duct of this tetrahedral group and s'. When s, is of order 6 the four-group

{SjS,, s¡"Is2si} involves sxs2, and together with s2 generates the tetrahedral

group. Hence {s,, s2}, in this case, is the direct product of the tetrahedral

group and the group of order 2.    These results may be expressed as follows :

*Quarterly Journal of Mathematios, vol. 30 (1898), p. 258.

t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3 (1897), p. 218.
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There are exactly four groups whose two generators sx, s2 satisfy the relations

Sj = «2, (sxs2)2 = l. They are the tetrahedral group; the direct products

of the tetrahedrl group and the cyclic group of order 4 or the group of order

2 ; and the group of order 96 considered above.

The second generalization of the tetrahedral group relates to the groups whose

two generators satisfy the equations

s\ = s\,        (sxs2)3 = l.

The three conjugates of sx under s2 are

Sl » S2     Sl S2 ' S2    Sl S2 •

As these conjugates have a common square we are concerned with a generaliza-

tion of the dihedral rotation group. Multiplying the second into the inverse of

the third, we get

S2    S1S2    S2    Sl     S2 == 52     51S2     S1S2S1      = Sl '

Since s[ is transformed into its inverse by sp sx s2 and s2 is invariant under

{«j, s2} it follows that the order of sx divides 20. If the order of sx is 20 we

consider the group generated by s2p = tx, s2S = t2. From the fact that

(s25s25)3 = s¡20(51s2)3 = l, it results that t\ = t32 and (txt2)3=l. Hence

{tx, t2xtxt2, t22txt\} is the quaternion group, which is invariant under {tx, t2)

since it includes tx and is transformed into itself by t2. This quaternion group

and t2 generate the group of order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of order

12. Hence this is {tx,t2}, while {sx, s2} is the direct product of {tx, t2] and

the cyclic group of order 5 generated by s*.

When the order of sx is 10, it follows from the preceding paragraph that

{s25, sf} is the tetrahedral group and that {sx, s2} is the direct product of

this group and the cyclic group of order 5. These results may be expressed as

follows : There are exactly four groups whose two generators satisfy the con-

ditions s] = s3, (sxs2)3 = 1. They are the tetrahedral group, the group of

order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of order 12, and the direct pro-

ducts of these groups and the cyclic group of order 5. As only one of these

groups occurs among the four given above we have seven distinct groups result-

ing from one or the other of the given generalizations of the defining equations

of the tetrahedral group.

It may be of interest to note how a slight change in these generalizations may

affect the system. Instead of the equations s3 = s3, ( sx s2 )2 = 1, we proceed to

consider s3 = s3, (sx sp )2 =1. The three conjugates sx sp, sp sx, sp sp s2 are

commutative and constitute, together with the identity, the four-group since

s22s2 = (sxsp)~x = sxsp.    This four-group is invariant under { « , s„} and has
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only the identity in common with the cyclic group generated by s3. Hence the

theorem :

Two operators sx, s2 which satisfy the conditions s3 = s| and (sxs~x)2 = 1

generate the group which may be obtained by establishing a ( 4, h ) isomorphism

between the tetrahedral group and a cyclic group of order 3h, where 3h is the

order of sx.*

Since there is one and only one such group for every value of h, a group is

completely defined by the value of h and the given equations. In particular,

when h = 1, { sx, s2 } is the tetrahedral group. When h is prime to 3, {sx, s2]

is the direct product of the tetrahedral group and the cyclic group of order h .f

Similarly, the second set of equations given at the beginning of this section

may be replaced by s3 = s2 and (sps2)3 = 1. The three conjugates of s2 under

sx are

s2, sx  s2sx, sx  s2sx.

The product of the second into the inverse of the third is s"1 s2 sp s2 = sp.

Since sps2sx transforms s2 into its inverse and is commutative with s| the order

of s2 is either 2 or 4. In the former case { sx, s2} is the tetrahedral group. In

the latter case, {s2, sps2sx, s\~2s2sl} is the quaternion group. As this is

invariant under { sx, s2} we have the result : If the two generators of a group

satisfy the conditions s3x = s2, ( sp s2 )3 = 1, it is either the tetrahedral group

or the group of order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of the order 12.

§ 2.  Generalization of the octahedral group.

The octahedral group is completely defined by the fact that it may be gen-

erated by two operators of orders 2 and 4, respectively, such that their product

is of order 3. That is, sx, s2 define the octahedral group provided they satisfy

the equations s2 = s2=l, (SjS2)3 = l, and the orders of sx, s2 are 2 and 4

respectively. We shall now consider the generalization of the octahedral group

given by the equations s\ = s2) (sxs2)3 = 1.

It will be convenient to consider the three conjugates of s| under sxs2.

These are

s2, s2   sx   s2sxs2, sxs2s2s2   sx   ■■ SXS2SX  .

The form of the last one of these three conjugates results from the fact that

(sxs2)~2 = sxs2 since (sxs2)*= 1. These conjugates have a common square since

s2 is invariant under { s,, s2}. The group generated by any two of them is

therefore a generalized dihedral rotation group.    We shall consider the group

*Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1 (1897), p. 218; of.

Manning, Transactions of the Amerioan Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), p.

233.
tTransaotions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1 (1900), p. 67.
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generated by the last two. The product of the third into the inverse of the

second is s1s2sls1s2s22s1s2 = s1spsxsps1s\ = s2slsxsl = s\s; for, from the

given conditions we have (spsxx)3 = (spsp)3 = 1, and therefore

(sxs2x)3 = (s\sp sp)3 = s*        or        (sxs2x)2 = s2s¡.

Since «jS^sf1 transforms s28 into its inverse and has a common square with s2,

the order of s2 is a divisor of 72. The group generated by s2~1spsls1s2 and

Sjslsf1 contains s-f since it contains both s2 and s28. This group is transformed

into itself by s2, since this operator transforms the latter generator into the

former, as sxslsp = s^slSi, and also transforms their product into itself.

Hence it is also transformed into itself by s,, as it is transformed into itself by

sxs2. That is, s2, spsps2SjS2, s^sf1 generate a subgroup which is invariant

under {sx, s2}. When this subgroup is extended by means of sx s2 there

results another invariant subgroup since s2sx = (spsp)~x, sxs2 = s\sps2xs2,

and sf, s\ are in the preceding invariant subgroup. The order of {sx) s2}

must therefore divide the product obtained by multiplying the order of

{s^sf^SjSj, s^jjsf1} by 6.    That is, this order divides 6-4-18 =432.

If the order of s2 is 72, the group generated by sl, sps~' slsxs2, sxslsp is of

order 72, and its invariant operators constitute the cyclic roup of order 18.

It may be defined by the fact that it is non-abelian and contains more than one

cyclic subgroup of order 36. Its three cyclic subgroups of order 36 are conju-

gate under sxs2 and its cyclic subgroup of order 18 is composed of the invariant

operators of [sx, s2} . By extending this group of order 72 by means of sxs2

there results the direct product of the cyclic group of order 9 and the group of

order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of order 12. As this direct product

contains just three subgroups of order 24, one of them is transformed into itself

by s2 and includes s28. This subgroup and sl generate a group of order 48,

known * as G52, and hence { s,, s2} is the direct product of the latter and the

cyclic group of order 9. That is, if sx, s2 satisfy the conditions s2 = s2,

(SjS2)3 = 1, then either they generate the direct product of the cyclic group of

order 9 and the group of order 48 known as G52 or they generate a quotient

group of this direct product.

If the order of s2 is 36, the three operators s2, sp sx xs2sxs2, sxslsp generate

a group of order 36. As this is abelian and contains three cyclic subgroups of

order 18 it is the direct product of the four-group and the cyclic group of order

9. By extending it by means of sx s2 we obtain the direct product of the alter-

nating group of order 12 and the cyclic group of order 9. Hence { sx, s2} is the

direct product of the symmetric group of order 24 and the cyclic group of order

9 whenever the order of s2 is 36.    If the order of s2 were not divisible by 4,

»Quarterly Journal of Mathematios, vol. 30 (1898), p. 258.
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«2 would be equal to the square of a generator of s2 and hence we would be

dealing with a group generated by two operators having a common square.

Hence it is only necessary to consider the cases when the order of «2 has one of

the following values : 4, 12, 8, 24. In the first two cases, we arrive at the

symmetric group of order 24, or the direct product of this and the group of

order 3. In the last two cases we arrive at the group of order 48 considered

in the preceding paragraph or the direct product of this and the group of order

3. As the considerations are similar to those given above, it seems unnecessary

to enter into details, especially since the quotient groups mentioned at the end

of the preceding paragraph are so well known from the fact that G52 has a (2,1)

isomorphism with the symmetric group of order 24.

A similar generalization of the definition of the octahedral group is given by

the equations

s\ = s32,     (sxs2y = i.

To find an upper limit for the order of s2 we may consider the following product

of two conjugate operators of order 2 :

(S2SlS2SrSlS2SlS2/ = (SlS2Sl8ZSIS2)   = Sl S2S1S251S2S1S2S1S2S2     = S2   ■

As s30 is both commutative with (s2sx)2 and transformed into its inverse by this

operator, its order cannot exceed 2 and hence the order of s2 divides 60. We

shall first consider the group generated by s5x, s2 when the order of s is 60. It

is clear that these two operators satisfy the given conditions since

(sy2y = (s\s32sxs22y = sxpsi2(sxs22y = si'>.

It will appear that {sx, s2} is the direct product of {sj, s2} and the cyclic

group generated by sx22. From the equation given above it follows that

{SjSjSjjSj, sxs2sxs2} is the octic group. Extending this by means of sxp, we

obtain a group of order 16 which is invariant under { sx, s2} since s2 transforms

one generator of this octic group into the other, and the product of the two into

sis2sis2 = (s2sis2si)_1'Ä25- By extending this group of order 16 by means

of s2, we get a group of order 48 which is invariant under {sx, s2} since

sp s2 sx = ( s2 sx s2 sx )~x ■ sx2°. Finally, if we extend this by means of s[ we obtain

the group of order 96 in question. It is easy to verify that this group may be

generated by the following substitutions :

Sj = adgg'ee'cc ■ bdhm'fk'di ■ id'ob'mh'kf ■jn'pl'nj'lp,

s2 = amlgkjeipcon ■ bdfh ■ dm'1'g'k'j'e'ïp'c'dn • b'd'f'h'.

When the order of s2 is 60 the invariant subgroup generated by s\2 has only

the identity in common with the   Gx of the preceding paragraph.    Hence
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{s\2, s°, s52} = {«,,82} is the direct product of Gm and the cyclic group of

order 5. When the order of s2 is 12 it follows directly from the preceding

paragraph that {sx, s2} is Gg6. Hence it remains to consider the cases when

the order of s2 is not divisible by 4. If this order is 30 we again consider

{ s,, s2 } . Hence { s2sxs2sx, sxs2sxs2 } is either the four-group or the group of

order 2. In the former case it does not contain sf, since one of its two genera-

tors is transformed into the other by s2 and their product is transformed into

itself multiplied by sx2 by the same operator. Hence this four-group and sx2

generate the group of order 8 which contains 7 operators of order 2. Just as

in the preceding paragraph, we observe that this group of order 8 is invariant

under { sx, s2} .

As sl transforms this group of order 8 into itself and is commutative with

only one of its operators of order 2, it transforms one of its subgroups of order

4 into itself and this subgroup and s2° generate the alternating group of order

12.* That is, sjj and this group of order 8 generate the direct product of the

alternating group of order 12 and an operator of order 2. By extending this

group of order 24 by s[ we obtain the group of order 48 which has 24 addi-

tional operators of order 4 of which 12 have the same square as s[ while the

other 12 have a different common square. This elementary group of order 48

is { s', s2 } and has the symmetric group of order 24 for its group of cogredient

isomorphisms. When s2 is of order 6, { sx, s2} is this group of order 48, and

when s2 is of order 30 it is the direct product of this group and the cyclic group

of order 5.

It remains only to consider the cases when s2 is of order 3 or 15. In the

former case { sx, s2} is clearly the octahedron group, while in the latter it is the

direct product of this and the cyclic group of order 5, since s°, s2 generate the

octahedron group. The proof of this fact follows directly from the preceding

paragraphs. Hence there are just six groups whose two generators satisfy the

conditions s2 = s3, (sxs2)4 = 1. Three of these are of orders 24, 48 and 96,

respectively ; while the other three are the direct products of these groups and

the cyclic group of order 5.

It remains to consider the generalization of the octahedral group whose two

generators satisfy the equations

s\ = s\,        (sxs2)2 = l.

The superior limit of the order of s2 may be found as follows :

(s2  sx  s2sx) = s2   (s2sxS2SX) = s2    (s2sx) = s2    ,

since

^1 ^2 ^ ^2  ^1  ^2 5        \ ^2 *t ) == ^1  ^2   ^1 ■

*Cf. Moore, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Sooiety, vol. 1 (1894), p. 61.
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As s22 and sx2sls\ have a common square, a^"28 is transformed into its inverse

and into itself by a2. That is, the order of s2 divides 56. The two operators

a49, a49 also satisfy the given conditions since (a49a29)2 = sf4(sxs2)2 = 1. If the

order of s2 is 56 the orders of these two operators are 6 and 8 respectively. We

proceed to consider the group generated by them.

From the given equations it follows that a98, a~98 a98 a98 generate the quaternion

group. That this is invariant under {sx, s2} follows from the proof that

{s2, s\~2s2s2} is invariant under {sx, s2}.    That this group contains

—1 o* o — o—^ . o* o* o  — o—* o   o—^ o—* o   o — o—^ o   o—I o—* o—1^— o—" o   o"^ (»—* o—'*^— o—-" o   o- o- o^
1    «2ÖX—o2       öj^^l—°2    öl"2    "1    °2"1 — "2    "1°2    "1    "2    —°2    SJ ^2    °1    "2    —s2      öl°2*lö2

follows from the given form of the product s22■ s^2a2s\. It is transformed into

itself by s2 since s2 transforms sf^sfa2 into s2sxsls2s2 = s[-spslsxs%, which is in

this group. The quaternion group { a98, s~98s98s98} and s49 generate the group

of order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of order 12. As this is clearly

invariant under {sx, s2} it results that {s{9, a49} is the group of order 48

known * as G5X, which is very closely related to the group of this order G52 con-

sidered at the beginning of this section. When the order of s2 is 8, { sx, s2} is

therefore Gsl, and when this order is 56, {sx, s2} is the direct product of G5X

and the cyclic group of order 7, since the group generated by a8 is invariant

under {a49, a49} and has only the identity in common with it.

When the order of s2 is 28, {a49, a49 } is the symmetric group of order 24

and {sx, s2} is the direct product of it and the cyclic group of order 7. Hence

there are exactly four groups whose two generating operators satisfy the con-

ditions s3 = s4, (sis2)2 = 1 • Two of these are of orders 24 and 48 respec-

tively while the other two are the direct products of these and the cyclic group

of order 7. It may be added that the three groups of order 48 which have

been considered in this section are distinct.

§ 3.  Generalization of the icosahedral group.

If two operators a,, s2 satisfy the equations

a2 = l,        s| = 1,        (a1a2)3 = l,

they generate the simple group of order 60. This fact was observed by Hamil-

ton as early as 1856 f, and it is of especial interest since there are only a few

finite groups which may be defined in such an elementary manner. It is well

known that the 60 operators of this group may be written as follows :

a™, s2sxs2, s2nsxs2sxs2, s2nsxs23x82sx    (m, n=l, 2, ••-, 5).

•Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 30 (1898), p. 258.

f Hamilton, Philosophical Magazine, vol. 12 (1856), p. 446.
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In the following generalization it will be convenient to use a group which is

defined by a very closely related set of equations, viz.,

sx = 1, s2 = S{, ( sx s2 ) = 1.

Since the icosahedral group does not involve any operators of order 4 the order

of the present group is not less than 120. That it is exactly of this order

follows from the fact that each of its operators may be written in one of the

following forms :

a™, s^ai;, a^v^ai;, «J^a'ij«**,    (i» = i, 2, •••, 10; n=l, 2, ••-, 5).

The reductions to these forms follow directly from those of the icosahedral

group, since any product involving powers of sx and a2 may be written as a power

of s2 multiplied by a product in which only the first power of sx and the first

four powers of s3 occur ; for a2 and a| are invariant under {a,, s2} .

This group (GX20) of order 120 is well known as an imprimitive group of

degree 24 * and it seems therefore unnecessary to give an existence proof here.

It may be observed that it does not include the icosahedral group, but this group

is its group of cogredient isomorphisms. It will be found that the groups

whose two generating operators satisfy the generalization of the icosahedral

group given by the equations

Si = s'2,        (sxs2) = 1

are merely direct products of a cyclic group whose order divides 21 and one of

the two groups given above. As a first step in this proof, we consider the

product of two operators of order two which have a common square, viz., sx and

s24sxs2. The following equations result directly from the two given relations

between sx and a2:

( «-4 Q «4 «-> V_( «2 «-1 «n V_«2 Q-1 «13 «-1 «n
\o2    byb.^by    J   — \Ô2Ô1    e2  J   — Ö2Ö1    ö2  ôl    ô2   7

( «-4 «   «4 «-1 Y>_ «2 ( q-1 «13 V s-2_ «2 ( «   «3 V «23 _ «106yo2    ¡>x&2ax    J   — ù2(ôl     fl2 j  *1     — d2\ölö2/   ö2   — ö2    ■

Since sx transforms a205 into its inverse f and is commutative with it, the

order of s2 cannot exceed 210. If this order is 210 the two operators af, sf

generate the given group of order 120 since (a21 a21)3 = s2}°(sls2)3 = 1. Hence

{a,, a2} contains the group generated by a2° and this group of order 120 as

invariant subgroups having only the identity in common. It is therefore the

direct product of these two subgroups, and each of its operators is represented

once and only once by one of the following expressions :

sf, s2nsxs2>, a^a^a^, s2ns1slsls32sx    (m = l, 2, ••-, 210; n = l, 2, •••, 5).

* It is also the compound perfect group of lowest possible order. Cf. American Journal

of Mathematics, vol. 20 (1898), p. 277.

tArohiv der Mathematik und Physik, vol. 9 (1895), p. 6.
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The cyclic group generated by a| is composed of the invariant operators of

this group and the corresponding quotient group is the icosahedral group. This

group of order 2520 may be regarded as the generalization of the icosahedral

group which is defined by the equations a2 = a| and (sxs2)3 = 1. The other

groups whose two generators satisfy these conditions must also satisfy an addi-

tional condition, viz., that the order of a2 is less than 210. If the order of a2 is

either 70 or 30 it still follows that ( a2,1 a21 )3 = 1 and hence the corresponding

{sx, s2} is the direct product of the given group of order 120 and either the

cyclic group of order 7 or the cyclic group of order 3.

Finally when the order of a2 is 105, 35 or 15, the two operators a21, sf generate

the icosahedral group and { sx, s2 } is the direct product of this group and the

cyclic groups of orders 21, 7, 3, respectively. If we include the icosahedral

group and the given group of order 120, there are exactly eight groups whose

two generators satisfy the equations a2 = a2, (a,a2)3 = 1. In each case the

operator of the group is represented once and only once by one of the following

forms :

a™,   S2S1S12>,   S™SXS22SX82*,   S2SxslsxS32Sx      (m = l, 2, • •-, order of s,; n = l, 2, • •-, 5).

It may be added that the existence of the given direct products could have

been seen directly, since, in the definition of the icosahedron group by means of

the equations a2 = 1, a| = 1, (sxs2)3 = 1, it is clearly possible to select an inde-

pendent operator of order 21 and multiply sx, a2, respectively, by its first and

its thirteenth powers. The resulting products will satisfy the equations of the

generalized icosahedral group. The above proof may therefore be regarded as

merely establishing that there are no other such groups.

The two other possible similar generalizations of the icosahedron group can

readily be reduced to the preceding one.    We shall first consider the case when

s3x = s¡,        (sxs2f = l.

To exhibit the connection with the preceding case we let tx = sx s2 and t2 = sp.

Hence we have to consider {tx, t2} where

«i = l.        tl = (txt2)-3.

To obtain an upper limit for the order of t2 we may use the product t~4 tx t42 tx.

Since t\ is invariant under {tx, t2} = {sx, s2}, it is possible to write the given

product in a more compact form as follows : From tp tx tp tx tp tx = t\ it results

that t~4txt4tx = t¡txt2-t\. Hence it results that (t~4txt\tx)" = t\(txt\)"tf~2.

If we write the equation tp tx tp tx tp tx = t52 in the form tx t\ = t2 tx t2 tx t4 ■ t\ it is

clear that ( tx t\ )" = t2 tx t\ tx tp ■ txo*. Letting n = 5 in these equations we arrive

at the equation

(t24txt42txy = t*p.
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As tx is commutative with i80 and also transforms it into its inverse, the order

of t2 is a divisor of 160. We shall now prove that it cannot be 160. If t2

were of order 160 txt2 would be of order 96, The group generated by i26 an(I

( h h )16=íi ¿2 ' ÇT25 is tne same as tne one generated by tf and txt2 ■ t'25. f2°= tx t2 • ¿f.

As the last operator is of order 3 and as tx tf ■ tp6 = tx tf is of order 4 we are

dealing with a group whose two generators a,, a2 satisfy the equations a2 = a2,

(sxs2)3 = 1, a* = 1. This is the group of order 120 whose properties were

considered above. The cyclic group generated by txp is invariant under this

group and with it generates {tx, t2}. This is impossible, since tx would cor-

respond to an operator of order 4 in the ( k, 1 ) isomorphism between { tx, t2)

and the given group of order 120.    The order of a2 must therefore divide 80.

It is now easy to prove that there are exactly five groups whose two genera-

tors sx, s2 satisfy the equations a3 = a2, (sxs2)2 = 1. They are the direct products

of the icosahedron group and the cyclic group of order 2a, a = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.

The proof of this theorem follows very readily from the fact that the order of a2

divides 80. Hence {a}6, a26 } is the icosahedron group, since (aj6a26)2=(a1a2)2=l

and s\6, s\6 are of orders 3 and 5 respectively. As { a,, a2} contains the cyclic

group generated by a2 and the icosahedron group as invariant subgroups having

only the identity in common and the order of { sx, a2} cannot exceed the product

of the orders of this invariant subgroup, the proof is complete.

It remains only to consider the groups whose two generators satisfy the

equations

s2x = s32,        (alS2)s = l.

It will be convenient to use the auxiliary symbols tx = sx, t2 = sxs2.   Proceeding

as before we have

(t2   txt2tx  )n = t2(t,t2)"t2s2   ", (txt2)" = t2txtn2txt2 ■ s~

Hence

(t24txt42tpy = s--.

Moreover, (t22txt\tp)3 = sf(t%tx)5t2s = sf. Since tx transforms both a^90

and s725 into their inverses and is commutative with each of them, the order of a2

divides 30.

If the order of s2 is 30 that of sx is 20. In this case s\, a40 generate the group

Gm considered above; for (s[s2°)5 = sx2 and the orders of sx, a2° are 4 and 3

respectively. As a4 is invariant under this group and has only the identity in

common with it and as {a4, aj, a2°} = {sx, s2} it follows that the latter is the

direct product of GX20 and the cyclic group of order 5. When the order of s2

is 15 that of sx is 10 and aj, a2° generate the icosahedron group. In this case

sja2° = a25sxa2 = sxs2. When the order of a2 is either 6 or 3, {sx, s2} is either

the given group of order 120 or the icosahedron group.    Hence the theorem :
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There are exactly four groups whose two generators »,, a2 satisfy the equations

s\ = s3,, (a1s2)5=l. They are the icosahedron group, GX20, and the direct

products of these groups and the cyclic group of order 5.

Combining the results of this section, we conclude that there are fourteen dis-

tinct groups which are generated by two operators satisfying one of the three

immediate generalizations of the defining relations of the icosahedron group.

The generators of the icosahedron group satisfy each of these generalized defini-

tions, those of GX20 satisfy two of them, while those of each of the other twelve

groups determined above satisfy only one of these sets of conditions. The sim-

ple defining relations and the close contact with the simple group of lowest com-

posite order make these fourteen groups of peculiar interest.


